### MULTI Peds/Bikes Analysis

**January 1, 2021 → December 31, 2021**

#### Location

![Map of Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Pedestrian and Cyclist locations](map_image)

#### Distribution by User Type

- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Pedestrian:** 39%
- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Cyclist:** 61%

#### Daily Average - Week - Pedestrians

- **Daily Average:** 118

#### Daily Average - Weekend - Pedestrians

- **Daily Average:** 150

#### Daily Average - Week - Cyclists

- **Daily Average:** 184

#### Daily Average - Weekend - Cyclists

- **Daily Average:** 248
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**Daily traffic**

![Daily traffic chart showing traffic counts for Boise/Eagle Greenbelt from Jan '21 to Dec '21.]

**Monthly traffic**

![Monthly traffic chart showing traffic counts for Boise/Eagle Greenbelt from Jan '21 to Dec '21.]
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#### Monthly Profile

![Monthly Profile Graph](image)

- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Ped**
- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Cy**

#### Daily Profile

![Daily Profile Graph](image)

- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Ped**
- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Cy**

#### Hourly Profile - Weekdays

![Hourly Profile - Weekdays Graph](image)

- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Ped**
- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Cy**

#### Hourly Profile - Weekend

![Hourly Profile - Weekend Graph](image)

- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Ped**
- **Boise/Eagle Greenbelt Cy**
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